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Inside the ConfD Operational Data Provider API

1.  Introduction 

ConfD provides various APIs to integrate with components of the developer’s application 
architecture. This application note describes and explains some advanced concepts of 
the  Data Provider API (DPAPI) related to operational data for the “pull” approach, i.e. 
implementing an operational data provider application to service on-demand operational 
data retrieval.  The “push” approach, which is represented by writing operational data to 
CDB in ConfD, is out of scope for this document.

As a prerequisite, we recommend complementing this document with the ConfD User 
Guide.  Chapter “6. Operational data” (as of ConfD 6.4) provides both introduction and 
details on many sub-topics.   Introductory examples including YANG data models and 
simple application code are available in the ConfD examples collection part of ConfD 
distribution, both as dedicated, as well as parts of other more complex examples (e.g. 
intro/5-c_stats, 8-c_stats_no_key, 9-c_threads, etc.).

This application note does not provide explicit working application code or YANG data 
models directly usable with ConfD.  Instead, it tries to provide insights into how things 
work, shows how to use the APIs, and warns about some not explicitly obvious facts and 
consequences of some implementation details.  The entire document is written with the 
C language being the choice of implementation.  Most theory applies the same way for 
Java and Python implementations of the ConfD APIs (with different API procedure names 
etc.).

 
2.  Callbacks of the Operational Data Callpoint 
 
The structure in the ConfD library servicing the operational data callpoint (struct 
confd_data_cbs) declares several procedures to be implemented for a fully functional 
“config false” model.  Some of these procedures are optional, while others are flagged 
as “mandatory” under specific conditions.  The structure and contents of the YANG data 
model directly affects which of the specific callbacks are needed when implementing the 
operational data provider.

Each of the callbacks is described in more detail in the ConfD User Guide or confd_lib_
dp(3) man pages. In this document, mention is made of both some of the obvious and the 
less explicit rules/facts. Where appropriate, a description is added of how the presence 
or absence of a particular callback affects the communication between ConfD and the 
operational data provider.
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Two callbacks required most frequently in the YANG data models are:

• get_elem()

 − Needed when leaf elements exist in the YANG data model under the callpoint.

 − For a list entry, a get_elem() call on a key leaf can be used by ConfD as an 
“existence” check.

 − When no leaf nodes exist outside of list(s), get_elem() is optional when get_
object() is implemented.  This has the drawback that ConfD will have to invoke 
get_object() even if only a single leaf in a list entry is needed though, e.g. for the 
existence test mentioned in the previous bullet. 

• get_next()

 − Needed when lists exist in the YANG data model under the callpoint unless other 
get_next_object() callbacks are implemented instead. 

These two are the “core” of a simple operational data provider and are the minimum 
set for most of the simple, and most typical, real world data models (lists, leafs).  When 
working with less primitive data models, other callbacks may be required: 

• exists_optional()

 − Needed if “type empty” leaves exist in the YANG data model under the callpoint

 − Needed if “presence true” containers exist in the YANG data model under the 
callpoint.

 − May also be invoked by ConfD as “existence test” for an entry in an operational 
data list without keys. 

• get_case()

 − Needed when “choice” statements exist in the YANG data model under the 
callpoint. 
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The above four callbacks are sufficient to implement any “config false” YANG data model.  
ConfD internally executes specific callbacks to get the data and service northbound API 
requests.  For larger YANG data models or data sets, the question of performance comes 
up.  There are several optional callbacks, which help deliver a higher throughput:

• num_instances()

 − Called when the number of items in a list is needed - e.g. count() in must statement 
or a show template in the YANG data model.

 − If not present, ConfD may need to iterate through key entries of all the records, i.e. 
multiple get_next() calls, to get the number of instances.

• get_object()

 − Retrieves all the leaf values of one specific list entry in one batch.

 − When both get_elem() and get_object() are implemented, the NB agent applies 
some heuristics to classify the request as “bulk retrieval” (or not).  This is used 
as the basis for choosing between invocation of get_elem() or get_object(). The 
same applies for get_next() vs get_next_object() and for find_next() vs find_next_
object().

• get_next_object()

 − Combines the function of the get_next() and get_object() callbacks.

 − Retrieve the identifier-keys of the next records and return them together with all 
the non-key leaves.

 − Allows to return not only one whole list entry, but a custom sized batch of items as 
determined by the operational data provider. 

When only specific list entries are needed to be displayed, finding the correct values can 
be sped up by implementing the “find_next_...()” callbacks:

• find_next()

 − Allows to jump ahead in list iteration by pre-filling some leading key values.

• find_next_object()

 − Combines the power of get_object() and find_next() callbacks, returning the full 
object data of the record matching the pre-filled “filter” criteria. 
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This section so far has described each of the defined callbacks and conditions that 
require their presence. Another possible point of view on the “problem” is the YANG data 
model structure under the callpoint as a defining guide. Requirements for what callbacks 
to implement from the YANG data model point of view are as follows:  

1. YANG data model under the callpoint contains ‘choice’

 − get_case() callback is mandatory 

2. YANG data model under the callpoint  contains ‘presence container’, ‘empty leaf’, or 
keyless operational data list

 − exists_optional() callback is mandatory 

3. YANG data model under the callpoint contains ‘leaf’ elements that are not part of a list

 − get_elem() is mandatory 

4. YANG data model under the callpoint contains ‘list’ 
There are several options/variants for the list elements callbacks:

a. get_next() and get_elem() are implemented 
 
get_object() and get_next_object()  are not implemented 
 
num_instances(), find_next(), etc.  ...  are optional (improves performance) 

b. get_next() and get_object() are implemented 
 
get_elem() and get_next_object() are not implemented 
 
num_instances(), find_next(), etc. ... are optional (improves performance) 

c. get_object() and get_next_object() are implemented  
 
get_elem() and get_next() are not implemented 
 
num_instances() and find_next(), etc. ... are optional (improves performance)
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3.  Callback Invocation Patterns

From implementations done for integration projects over the years, tendencies to simplify 
the internal logic in ways not fully appropriate have been observed.  This can lead to 
runtime errors which are harder to identify.  Users tend to have specific “expectations” on 
how ConfD will invoke callbacks.  This “may” be valid under specific circumstances, e.g.:

• When a specific northbound protocol used

• When a specific type of request is executed, e.g. whole list versus specific list entry 
request

• Whether a CLI show template is used or not 

All these can become void however, with slight changes to the customer architecture/
environment.  In regard to callback implementations, there are a few recommendations 
that can prevent runtime errors:

• Consider callback invocations to be “stateless”

• Consider the callbacks to be independent as much as possible, and refrain from 
expectations that callbacks will be called in any specific order, e.g.:

 − No guarantee of preceding calls happening, e.g.:

◊ get_next() invoked before get_elem() of specific non-key leaf of a list entry

◊ get_case() before get_elem() on leaf in specific case branch

 − No guarantee of succeeding calls happening, e.g.:

◊ List iteration will be finished via get_next() calls

 
 
 
4.  Iterating the Operational Data List 
 
When an operational data provider application is implemented, one pattern is seen rather 
frequently - iteration of YANG list entries.  The Data Provider API utilizes the “next” value 
as a carrier of info regarding progress of iteration.

When implementing an operational data provider for a more complex YANG data 
model containing multiple lists, either standalone or nested, one of the “next” callbacks 
is required to allow iteration of the list entries.  The get_next() or get_next_object() 
callbacks have an input keypath to identify which list is being queried, and the “next” 
index to represent the progress of iteration.  This element, though only a “long” integer 
by definition, allows using more complex data, by passing an opaque memory pointer 
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as a “next” value.  This partially breaches the recommended statelessness of the data 
provider, but allows passing around complex iteration metadata.  The drawback of this 
“breach” is that the operational data provider has to keep the pointed-to data structure 
alive as long as any list walk is in progress.  It may be possible to avoid this by using just 
an index into an array instead.

A frequent sequence of operations in an operational data provider is: 

REQUEST-1:  get_next(“/interface-list”; input next = -1)

• Operational data provider implementation prepares pointer to some context data 
needed for interface iteration (e.g. 0xAAAA0001)

• Send response:

 − keys = “eth0/1”; output next = 0xAAAA0001;

REQUEST-2:  get_next(“/interface-list”; input next = 0xAAAA0001)

• Operational data provider implementation uses input “next” to retrieve next data for 
response and updates/modifies iteration data as needed (e.g. 0xBBBB0001)

• Send response:

 − keys = “ eth1/1”, output next = 0xBBBB0001 
 
etc.

As the memory pointers are “flying” around, it is important to have control over the 
memory in case it is dynamically allocated.  All the API behavior description usually boils 
down to two major questions:

1. When should iteration context data be initialized?

2. When should the iteration context data be cleaned/disposed of? 

There are a few points to consider:

• The transaction init() and finish() callbacks are good places to do the necessary 
memory maintenance if you maintain the data per transaction.

• If the YANG data model has a nested list, the iteration of the child list must not break 
the pointers/pending index data of the parent list.
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• When returning a batch of records in the get_next_object() elements, all of the 
“output next” that are explicitly set must be valid for potential re-query due to 
caching timeouts, show template processing, etc.

• Input next = -1 marks start of the iteration of the specific list, and can be safely 
counted on as the “only” way to start the iteration.  Thus, this request is also a good 
place to initialize the data for iteration of a specific list if you maintain the data per 
transaction.

• There is no guarantee that the following get_next_() calls will ever happen.  ConfD 
may use a standalone request, e.g. the list emptiness check.

 
5.  Operational Data Provider Performance 
 
This application note does not address performance on a larger scale.  However, there 
are some key points to consider for specific operational data provider implementations.

For northbound API requests to show data from the YANG data model, ConfD tries to 
invoke the most efficient callbacks whenever it needs data from the operational data 
provider application.  Which callbacks are invoked depends not only on the YANG data 
model structure part of the model.  Generally, the more callbacks that are implemented, 
the more optimal the performance of operational data provider application will be.  There 
is inter-process communication whenever the operational data provider is called by 
ConfD.  Reducing the number of calls to the operational data provider and getting data 
in bulk can have various performance effects depending on your system and use case 
scenarios.

Several questions should be considered when deciding how and which callbacks to 
implement:

• What is the frequency of northbound requests?

 − Occasional requests versus periodic processing of low/high frequency.

• How “fresh”, in regards to caching, does the data need to be from the backend? (see 
next section)

• What is the API of the backend component used as a source for the data to be 
returned to ConfD?

• Are there any resource limitations (CPU, memory availability etc.) in regard to storing 
data necessary for iteration in the backend? 
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Depending on the specific cases, different callbacks can be needed by different parts 
of the YANG data model.  Higher performance or less implementation expense can be 
achieved by, e.g., separating the YANG data model to be serviced not by a single, but 
rather by multiple callpoints implementing different sets of callbacks for different YANG 
data model sections.

6.  Caching Operational Data

When repeatedly retrieving data from the separate “backend} source, caching of the 
results becomes an obvious topic to discuss.  Depending on the frequency and scale of 
the requests, it can save a considerable amount of time in specific scenarios.  The entire 
architecture pipeline of the operational data provider implementation offers more areas 
where data could be cached.

The easiest caching strategy with “no extra effort” is configure ConfD to cache the data.  
The ConfD User Guide describes this approach in section 6.10 “Caching operational 
data”.  Depending on the requirements, the cache can be configured either globally or 
fine-tuned for specific YANG data models with various timeouts.  Two options in the confd.
conf configuration file control the global behavior as described in a later section of this 
document.

ConfD internally incorporates an object cache when working with the *_object() 
callbacks.  To handle batch processing of the data via get_next_object(), some extra 
memory is allocated internally.  However, “abusing” the batch processing, i.e. trying to 
return thousands of objects at once may not yield the expected performance.   Some 
experimenting with the batch size may be required to get the best results.

Another layer where caching may take place, is in the operational data provider 
implementation itself.  Depending on how the data is stored or retrieved from the 
backend, it can be useful to cache the information in the operational data provider 
application and utilize it to service the ConfD requests more quickly.  Details are mostly 
up to the specific integration, but lifetime of the DP transaction and independence of the 
callbacks is important to conform to (see previous/later sections).  Adding a cache to this 
layer breaches the recommended statelessness in a way.  So, it should be utilized only in 
necessary scenarios.

7.  ConfD Configuration Related to Operational Data

ConfD allows fine-tuning the configuration options of many of its areas to specific 
environment and use-case needs in the confd.conf configuration file.  Please, consult the 
confd.conf(5) man page for full details.
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In this section, a few configuration options are highlighted that should be considered 
when putting together a complete operational data provider:

• /confdConfig/cli/reallocateOperTrans 
 
Allows a new read transaction to be allocated for each oper-mode command or a 
single oper transaction for the entire CLI session.  More details on the usage and 
alternatives for other northbound protocols are in a later section of this document.

• /confdConfig/capi/queryTimeout 
 
When the operational data provider code needs time to service callbacks, it’s 
important not to be too slow.  This option affects query timeout when doing 
demanding processing in callbacks before sending the response to ConfD.

• /confdConfig/capi/objectCacheTimeout 
 
Timeout for the cache used by the get_object() and get_next_object() callback 
requests  Fine-tune this setting for your environment depending on data freshness 
required vs IPC efficiency requirement.

• /confdConfig/opcache 
 
ConfD User Guide section 6.10 – “Caching Operational Data” elaborates on the 
configurable cache managed automatically by ConfD.  Fine-tuning this option and 
defining timeouts/caching for specific YANG data model elements can provide 
additional performance at low implementation cost. 

 
8.  Operational Data Provider Transaction Life Cycle

Implementation of the operational data provider may require some initialization/
preparation work in the backend.  Two events are important for any user session 
requesting the data: start and end.

Operational data provider callbacks are invoked by ConfD in the scope of a “transaction”.  
A transaction is serviced by additional callbacks registered to handle its lifetime: init() and 
finish().   As described in the ConfD User Guide, init() is invoked before any data callback 
for a given transaction, and, if init() has been invoked for a given transaction, finish() will 
also be invoked for that transaction as the last callback.

Independent of the northbound protocol, one “request” for data does not need to define 
one “start to finish” transaction.  e.g. Running two show commands by a CLI user could be 
done within the context of one common transaction.
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Depending on the northbound API used as a “trigger” for operational data retrieval, the 
transaction’s lifetime is defined variously:

• SNMP: Because SNMP over UDP does not have concept of user session, this is 
handled by “simulating” one.  The ConfD User Guide describes this in section 17.5.1.- 
“ConfD Sessions and Transactions” in more detail.

• NETCONF: A user session is explicitly defined via NETCONF protocol operations.  
If a session consists of *only* <hello>, <get>, and <close-session>, <get> may 
generate an init() invocation and <close-session> may generate a finish() invocation.  
“May” because due to “lazy init”, init() and finish() will only be invoked if the <get> 
request actually requests data from the operational data provider.  This is true for all 
transactions.

• RESTconf: Since REST is stateless, operations make each of the requests a 
standalone transaction with their own init() and finish() callback invocations.

• CLI: A user logging into CLI invokes a start of session init() and logging out of the 
session terminates it, leading to the finish() invocation. 

When a stateless implementation is not possible, the callbacks should manage handling 
multiple parallel user sessions without affecting each other’s state / C code caches (if part 
of implementation) / etc.

Specific implementations, when necessary, can modify this default behavior in the CLI, 
using a ConfD daemon configuration option which is briefly described in a previous 
sections: “reallocateOperTrans”.

When this option is set to “true”, ConfD invokes a standalone transaction for each of 
the executed show commands, allowing the init() and finish()transaction callbacks to be 
utilized for necessary tasks related to one, and only one, show command execution.

9.  Conclusion 
 
This application note has taken a deeper look into how the ConfD Operational Data 
Provider API works.  The information presented here enables the ConfD application 
developer to use the API more efficiently.

For more information about ConfD, visit http://www.tail-f.com 

For more information about the Data Provider API, see the ConfD User Guide, chapter 6 
“Operational Data” and the confd_lib_dp(3) man page.

http://www.tail-f.com
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